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As for the hope part, I now can look back at 
periods of tribulation for both teams as seemingly 
hopeless as this one is for me, including Ohio state's 
first 15 contests in a row without a win, Michigan's 6 
years of domination in the '20's after the Chic Harley 
era, Francis Schmidt's streaks of shutouts and then 
fatal loses in the 1930's, Michigan's 7 years of 
dominance after World War II, and Woody's reign over Bo 
in the early '70's. This year's contest is shaping up 
well, with Ohio state already a 70-7 winner over tiny 
Rice, and Michigan the victor over both Illinois and 
Colorado. And to paraphrase the Jewish Seder, it's 
this Thanksgiving in Columbus. So if during the 
holidays my demeanor at Literary Club appears "ode
ious," you'll know that this lengthy invocation of 
poetic incantations has broken the jinx. 
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owe ~odesia to the British crown", a Founder's Gold 
Medal7st of the ~oyal Geographic Society, a patron and 
contrlbutor of dlsplay specimens to the British Museum, 
the author of seven books and numerous articles and 
papers, a captain in the 25th Royal Fusiliers and 
winner of the British "osO": "Companion of the Order of 
Distinguished Service", and finally, a great 
conservationist whose first-hand experiences led to the 
creation of Africa's Selous Game Preserve and through 
his close friend and admirer Teddy Roosevelt, 
Yellowstone National Park and the United states 
National Park System. 

The long road that began that cold January in 
London ended in Africa on another day in January of 
1917, four days after Selous' 66th birthday, when a 
German sniper shot him dead as he commanded native 
troops in the field during World War I. He was buried 
"clad in his khaki shorts and slouch hat, with a jaunty 
bandanna about his neck ... beneath a tamarind tree with 
only a crude wooden cross and a pile of stones to mark 
his grave." Around that grave now stretch the hundreds 
of square miles of Tanzania's selous Game Preserve, a 
place of refuge for endless thousands of animals that 
Selous once loved. No better monument could ever have 
been made. 

Frederick Selous was raised by his parents to toe 
the thin red line of English societal advancement in 
the stubborn and self-promoting fashion of his 
contemporaries, but somewhere in that small child's 
heart was a capacity to make things go another way. 
Now that the romance of Empire is politically out of 
favor and the "White Man's Burden" is viewed as only a 
greedy Colonial exploitation of kindly and helpless 
native populaces, our look down.thr~ugh the ye~rs at a 
small boy's journey to his destlny ln that Emplre On 
Which the Sun Never Set becomes clouded by the 
political and social judgments ~f ~ur own time~ by 
ecological and humanitarian pre]UdlCeS, by a~tltudes 
and enlightenments formed long after our SUbJect was 
dust. 
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Into s f genteel conniving came 
Frederick Selous, 0 e of rarest of boys, a 
strange brave spirit out of e old school "stalky and 
COmpany" mold, shaped for nothing but laughing outdoor 
adventure and constant wit, unfit by nature and by 
choise for the callous and ca culating world of social 
climbing, peerage and prefe t, born with no taste 
for politics, patronage or advancement on a royal's 
coattails. Never wealthy or politically ambitious, his 
relative poverty (compared to his royal and nabob 
schoolmates) forced him to choose between adventure 
abroad and compromise and social-climbing at home. The 
choice was easy. 

The ~mpire had a place for such adventuring boys, 
too, and lt was called the AIrican Colonies. Here a 
bold lad could still find ealth and glory through' luck 
or conquest, a fortune fro di onds, gold, ivory or 
trade, a chance to return to London a nabob with coach 
and four, a gilt opera box, a townhouse on a good 
crescent near Hyde park and a quick chance at the 
peerage based on new face and fortune . Most found only 
despair, a short life and a lonely cairn of stones, 
early death from cholera, laria, suicide, sleeping 
sickness, heat stroke or an assegai in the hand of a 
Zulu warrior. 

One became Cecil Rhodes and another became Charles 
"Chinese" Gordon. Another became Sir Winston 
Churchil l, another "el Lawrence", another Field Marshal 
Viscount Sir Garnet Wol sely, another Colonel Robert 

__ ~" __ .... ~ ... o .... Tr\rn Horatio Kitchener and 
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If fate heaped Dickensonian darkness, poor health 
and sour greed on many of this age, to Selous it gave 
all the manly virtues of the age: a natural 
athleticism and strength that would later hold him to 
weeks of tracking in south Africa's 100 degree heat, a 
personal intensity and love of outdoor sport, an 
optimism and delight in risk that somehow was always 
tempered by common sense, and a sense of fair play and 
sport that made him the enemy of any who hurt the weak 
for pleasure. Lastly, he had that most prized of 
Britannic virtues, a cool head in terrible danger which 
made him the master of all creatures who panicked or 
lost their tempers in stress, a "bravery under fire" 
that was what won peerages and battles. He would need 
it all. 

Frederick's education began at the Bruce Castle 
School in Tottenham, a moderately harsh but very good 
old public school for the sons of well-connected and 
well-born Englishmen, a sort of second-tier Eton. This 
was a time of war and exploration and the heroes of 
Selous' childhood filled the newspapers with their 
exploits. Selous' childhood was played out against the 
background of the immense search for Franklin, the lost 
Arctic explorer seeking the Northwest Passage, the 
horrors and heroics of the Indian Mutiny, the Charge of 
the Light Brigade in the Crimean War, the adventures of 
stanley and Livingstone and the search for the source 
of the Nile. Selous identified with the explorers and 
missionaries and, though forced to brutal war later in 
life, he never saw it as anything glorious. 

Young Selous saw himself as an adventurer even 
from his earliest years and with a dedication that we 
might find quite humorous, slept on the hard floor to 
grow used to the ground, ran miles in bad weather to 
tough7n himself for the chase, spent his nights 
stalk~ng small game in the dark with a bow and arrow to 
strengthen his hunting skills and powers of observation 
and toughened himself by hunger and cold showers. He 
read constantly of adventure, of Africa, India and the 
. t ~xplo:ers, soldiers and missionaries who filled 

r~t~nn1c press with incredible triumphs of body 
lrlt. 
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that famed bastion of upper class academics to which he 
had never aspired. It was there that he came into his 
own, writing with a humor that would later make his 
name famous to London and the world and pursuing his 
loved field sports as a varsity member of the swimming, 
cricket, rugby, track and rifle teams. He read of 
exploration constantly, trained himself for the wild 
and helped found Rugby's Natural History Society, 
making the acquaintances at the British Museum that let 
him add to their fauna of Africa invaluable specimens a 
few years later, learning the taxonomy of wild game to 
make his collecting and observation of scientific 
value. An excellent student when he applied himself, 
he followed the explorations and adventures of such 
notables as David Livingstone, William Cornwallis 
Harris and Roualeyn Gordon Cuming, clipping every map 
and description of Africa that he could find. 

Unlike many people who wander through life 
uncommitted and undecided, Selous knew exactly what he 
wanted to do. When first introduced to the headmaster 
of Rugby, Selous is said to have announced immediately 
that he would be an explorer like David Livingstone. 
At age 19, he left Rugby to pursue that dream and the 
adventure was on. 

With £400 in his pocket, his hard-acquired 
tropical gear and rifles in sealed tin trunks and the 
maps and stories he had collected in his travelling 
kit, Frederick left his childhood behind in a single 
day and headed for his dreams. At an age when young 
men today are considering a summer job after their 
f reshman year in college Selous travelled four months 
down Africa by steamer, then spent two long months 
cross-country by ox-cart, sleeping in the open and 
loaded with supplies, all for one purpose- to shoot 
e ephants and sell their ivory. This was largely due 

the fact that despite his education, Selous had no 
~~~U, and ele~hant ivory in Africa converted directly 

s overelgns. 

--.=~wants at this pre-plastics time were the 
ISC~~ ne of the greatest and most irreplaceable 

erials of the day- ivory. Ivory built the 
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recall "Buffalo Bill" Cody's slaughter of game and make 
allowances for the times. Lest we forget, Frederick 
Selous was shooting big game in Africa at exactly the 
same time as George custer was shooting sioux Indians 
in Montana. 

Game-getting technology made great advances in the 
late nineteenth century and the once limitless 
resources of Africa and America came under pressure 
from vastly increased populations and new traps and 
rifles. It was one of the fates of Frederick Selous to 
chronicle this transition for both Africa and America 
in his hunting books and he was one of the first to see 
that if this trend continued, soon all of America and 
Africa would be bare of game. He lived in the 
transition, moving from his first single shot black 
powder percussion rifles suitable for only the fiercest 
and most determined primitive hunter to his later 
elegant and expensive cased double rifles of London's 
exclusive Holland & Holland Gunmakers, masterpieces for 
the new "Nitro Express" smokeless powder cartridges. 
These regulated double rifles brought dangerous big
game hunting to the less intrepid and more genteel and 
they appear in later photos of a wealthier Selous. 
Finally, he and later hunters carried the mass-produced 
Mauser and Mannlicher-style military designed bolt
action sporting rifles and the Winchesters that made it 
possible for anyone of any age to kill most wild game 
with reasonable safety if they had the skill to get 
close to it. As Selous first chronicled over a century 
ago, it is the final poaching by poor native 
populations with military weapons that is driving the 
last nails into the populations of many endangered 
species and not controlled, licenses and legal sport 
hunting on scientifically controlled reserves. 

For wild game, the coming of smokeless powder was 
a disaster as large as the continued application of 
eighteenth century warfare tactics was to nineteenth 
century armies, and had it not been for the writings, 
education and political efforts of such sportsman as 
Roosevel t and Selous, the world might never have taken 
the efforts to protect the wilderness. It is ironic 

a often the world's hunters and fishermen do the 
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most to protect the wilderness while overhunting and 
overfishing to feed a rising population, combined with 
the endless loss of habitat, have produced the losses 
in the first place. Selous confronted this dilemma, 
continuing to hunt and fish, but ever mindful of the 
scientific control that keeps the game alive and the 
sense of loss in its passing. 

The first weapon that Selous carried is still a 
legend of horror among hunters. It was a single shot 
four gauge smoothbore blackpowder percussion Dutch 
trade gun weighing almost twenty pounds and firing a 
s i ngle quarter pound round patched ball, a giant musket 
over four times the size of the muskets of the civil 
War. The slug was 400% larger than a twelve gauge 
shotgun slug, comparable to the swivel guns on forts. 
It kicked like six shotguns fired together, could break 
your collarbone, bloody your nose or detach both 
retinas if fired from a bench rest. When it didn't 
misfire it also sometimes killed elephants. 
Unfortunately, if it didn't, you had a long run, as 
loading a percussion gun in the face of a charging 
elephant was similar to standing alone in the path of 
Pickett's Charge at Gettysburg. Since the smoothbore's 
accurate range was only about fifty yards, some fancy 
footwork often followed if the elephant ran your way. 

A muzzleloading firearm is very slow to load even 
with the trade gun's smooth bore, measuring out fifteen 
drachms of powder, ramming home the patched ball and 
placing a percussion cap carefully on the nipple. A 
big bull elephant weighs 13,000 pounds, stands up to 13 
feet high and can cover forty yards from a dead stop in 
under 4 seconds, faster than an NFL running back. Both 
males and females have tusks and use their tusks, trunk 
and feet to great effect if angered. An elephant 
prefers stomping its victim for up to twenty minutes, 
alternating its footwork with thrusting huge tusks to 
toss the remains in the air, only to be stomped on 
again. Many elephants then pull what is left into 
small pieces with their feet and trunk, scattering the 
bits into the bush. Needless to say, second shots were 
not likely, as it takes even the best rifleman over 
f ifteen seconds to load a muzzle-loader and percussion 
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caps are hard to find when running for your life with 
six tons of elephant after you. Under stress, a gun 
that misfired could be double-loaded by accident, often 
with deadly results. 

I give you Selous' description: 

"This time the gun went off-it was a four-bore 
elephant gun, loaded twice over, and the powder thrown 
in each time by a Kafir with his hands- and I went off, 
too! I was lifted clean from the ground, and turning 
round in the air, fell with my face in the sand, whilst 
the gun was carried yards away over my shoulder. At 
first I was almost stunned with the shock, and I soon 
found that I could not lift my right arm. Besides 
this, I was covered with blood, which spurted from a 
deep wound under the right cheek-bone, caused by the 
stock of the gun as it flew upwards from the violence 
of the recoil." 

In later years, Selous later said that firing that 
elephant gun gave him an uncontrollable flinch for 
life. Small wonder. 

A firearm increases its killing power, its energy, 
in two ways: it can increase the weight (the mass) of 
the bullet it shoots, or it can increase the speed (the 
velocity) of that bullet. Selous' elephant gun used 
the crude but effective first option, lobbing a round 
quarter pound of lead as fast as it was able. 

For comparison, the service load of a huge .75 
cal. Brown Bess army musket, the immediate ancestor of 
Selous' ancient firearm, fired a service load of 80 
grains of black powder and a 562 grain lead ball. It 
k icked dreadfully and is famed throughout history for 
i ts inability to hit anything accurately. Multiply its 
heavy load by about four, shorten the barrel a foot or 
so, add a cheap percussion lock and you have a Dutch 4 

r e trade gun. Selous fired the ridiculous load of 
grains of black powder, hammering out a 1920 grain 
d lead ball at 1500 feet per second! 
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Just to give ess of the danger he was 
in from his own e .ardians of the 
Birmingham Proor 0 , e national gun testers for 
Eng land, specified a servi ce ' cad of just 273 grains of 
p owder for a 4 re , 547 grains as the maximum 
" definitive proof oa.- er words , Selous was 
f iring a load 65\ over e proof l oad on a 
daily b a s i s ! Only the poor ity of the African 
p owder a nd lot s of good ck kept Selous from blowing 
h imself up as ma ny other pr e tive hunters did, for an 
overloaded muzzl e loader is 0 " ore than a pipe 
b omb when i ts ba r re l explodes ' front of a hunter's 
f ace. 

A second stage of Qy ca cu1ations s h ows that 
Se l ous was probabl y deliver ' an astonishing amount of 
b al listic energy to his targets, at least at very short 
r ange. The "power" of vario firearms i s compared in 
a ca l culation of energy, expressed in foot-pounds, at 
the muzzle and at various ranges. This is determined 
b y inputting bullet v elocity ( in feet p er second, from 
a ctual chronograph readings of test firings) and bullet 
weight (in grains). Altho g 0 one i s currently 
s tup i d enough to actually test fire one of the few 
s urv i ving four bore e lephant guns, ballistics experts 
h ave chronographed o ther historic firea rms. 
Blackpowder expert Turner Kir and, founder of Dixie 
Gun Works, tested a . 69 ~. U.S. Army smoothbore 
musket from the early nineteen century , firing 110 
g rains of powder and a 412 qra ' ball. The army musket 
delivered a credi b le 1550 feet per second muzzle 
v elocity and 206 0 foot-po of uzzle energy. 

Extrapolating Selo I e ep ant load, I arrive at 
t he astonish ing figure of 9600 foot - pounds of energy at 
t he muzzle o f the ancient e ep ant gun! Even dropping 
th~S r~gure ~Q~ ~o accoun~ xor Daa powaer ana a SiOPPY 
b ore Selous was still de ivering so e 67 20 foot-pounds 

, " d" o f killing force, at ~east up c~ose, a f~gure excee ~ng 
the s mashing powder of a edem. 16 Weatherby Magnum 
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fourteen foot-pounds of impact, this was not a gun for 
the faint-hearted! 

Of course despite its amazing power, Selous' 4 
bore had its d~ficiencies. worst of all, it shot only 
once. Its sights were almost non-existent, hardly a 
problem with a fifty yard effective range. It was 
unreliable in bad weather (or in good, for that 
matter!) It was brutal to fire and ~ts huge non
aerodynamic round balls had a path l~ke a thrown rock, 
falling to earth shortly after firing. It was so heavy 
that a gunbearer was needed to keep the hunter from 
shaking from exhaustion as he tried to aim. Basically, 
it was hand-held 18th century field artillery and its 
use forced hunters to take short range shots with very 
unpredictable results. Curiously enough, Selous' 
massive overloads probably did nothing at all to 
increase his gun's range or power, adding vastly to 
muzzle flash and recoil, but doing nothing to make the 
bullet go faster. Clearly, ballistics was not his 
major at Rugby! 

Selous tells of personally taking a total of 78 
elephants in his first two years, while his native 
hunters and partners took many more. It is fortunate 
for his later existence that he was a varsity runner at 
Rugby, for he did a lot of running in those days, 
running to track game, running to get a shot, running 
after wounded or frightened animals and often running 
for his life when he missed or his gun misfired. He 
tells it like this, in his first book, "A Hunter's 
Wanderings in Africa": 

... suddenly the silent forest rang again with 
short piercing trumpetings, repeated so quickly one 
after another, and continuing for such time, that I 
made sure one of my boys was caught- as when an 
elephant is either very near on his persecutor, or has 
actually overtaken him, he omits scream upon scream in 
quick succession, all the time stamping upon and 
ventilating his enemy with his tusks, and only ceasing 
to scream when he has done with him; and persons thus 
operated upon are seldom known to complain of their 
treatment after it is over." 
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Despite these ties, Selous and a partner 
took over 5 000 po ivory during one four month 
period , probab y e record for most weight of 
ivory taken in a ifet " ese e l ephants were not 
wasted as "s trac s ers, porters and 
gunbearers f ages fro the meat of his 
kills. 0 waste and to the often starving 
Hottentots , tabeli the fresh meat of a 
great hunter was 0 tter of life and death. 
Selous with his r if e seemingly limitless 
gamefields of Afr ica be co pared to a master 
fisherman standing " a great river filled with trout 
while starving peop e " ed the banks. He hunted many 
times from compass io f r e hungry and traded for his 
supplies in the on y c odity h e had. Everything was 
eaten, everything as ed by an often desperate group 
of followers from tribes, and their need was so 
great that they plea ed for ore. 

He kept care f accounts of his game taken and at 
first glimpse they read ike a chronicle of slaughter: 

"List of G e shot fro 5th of June to 5th 
December 1874 

Elephant .................... 25 
Rh inoceros (black) .......... 5 
Rhin ceros ( hite ) ....•..... 4 
Hippopo s ... ............. 1 
Buffal o ........ ............. 19 
Giraffe ....... .............. 2 
Zebra ( Burche ll' s ) .......... 7 
art H<::>C3' • ••••••••••••••••••• 4 
. on ........................ 1 

E and ..................•.•.. 1-

Carry Fonward 68" 

... And on the list goes, carry forward 68 animals 
into the antelopes column, and on. Remembering that he 
was on a one-man meat department for hungry people 
makes the lists more understandable. 
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In addition to his elephants, Selous was one of 
the greatest Cape Buffalo hunters of all time, taking 
over two hundred of the dangerous bulls in his first 
ten years in Africa, a hundred of them in his first 
three years. What are we to make ~f a,man who claims 
that his greatest enjoyment was go~ng ~nto heavy cover 
after what he regarded as the deadliest creature in 
Africa still responsible for more deaths than any game 
animal'in the world, a creature which cuts its 
attackers to pieces with knife-like hooves and 60" 
horns? He tells it like this, and I ask you to 
remember that a Cape Buffalo is as fast as a Kentucky 
Derby winner out of the gate, weights 1800 pounds, 
stands five feet high at the shoulder and has the 
disposition of a spanish fighting bull at twice its 
size: 

"To my mind there is no more exciting sport than 
following into thick covert the blood spoor of a 
wounded buffalo. step by step, with rifle advanced and 
on full cock, the hunter creeps forward with every 
sense on the alert, expecting at every instant to see 
the creature's dark, massive form. It is perfectly 
wonderful how difficult it is to distinguish the dusky 
black shape of a large animal when standing motionless 
in the gloom of dense brush, if, however, your eyes are 
trained to such work, so that you are pretty sure of 
spotting the buffalo, if not before, at any rate at the 
same moment that he sees you, the danger of the 
proCeeding is much diminished, as these animals almost 
invari~blY,stand ~t right angles to their spoor, and 
up~n s~ghtlng thelr pursuer, first look at him and then 
sWln~ them~elve~ head on, before charging. This gives 
one Just t1me, 1f cool and ready, to put a bullet into 
them between neck and shoulder, which usually, if it 
does ~ot floor them, makes them give up the idea of 
charg1~g., When once started, however, a buffalo is a 
very dlfflcult animal to stop." 

h d S~lous survived days lost without water and food 
,u~ r7 s of encounters with dangerous big game ' 
lnJurles from guns ani 1 f 11 ' 
d '1' , rna s, a s and exposure and the 
al y,Pltfalls of ten years lived in the open 

gamef1elds of Africa. He survived deadly tribal wars, 
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fever, and trips into the sleeping sickness zones of 
Africa, living the wandering life of a native hunter, 
often without basic supplies, tents or even food, for 
ten years between 1871 and 1881. A world-renowned 
expert on the antelope of Africa, he wrote his famous 
book "A Hunter's Wanderings In Africa" on his 1881 
return to England, published in five sell-out repeat 
world editions by MacMillan & Co. This book took his 
name and story to London, to Bombay, Calcutta, 
Melbourne, New York, Boston, Chicago, Atlanta, San 
Francisco and Toronto. His name, if not his fortune, 
was made, and as a Founder's Medalist of the Royal 
Geographic society for his exploration and a close 
friend of Cecil Rhodes he had all doors open to him. 

In his many return trips to Africa, this time by 

fast steamer, he opened new roads, guided columns of 
settlers both Dutch and English, in 1891 commanded 
Cecil Rhodes' "Pioneer Corps" to open what became 
Rhodesia, mapped unexplored rivers, plains and 
mountains and supplied dozes of unique specimens to the 
British Museum. 

He married for love in 1894, a beautiful English 
parson's daughter from Gloustershire become Gladys 
Selous and the newlywed couple sailed boldly into the 
deadly conflicts of the Matabele Wars, a brutal 
uprising by a northern Zu1u tribe. Colonial expansion 
~n the grazin~ lands or the Matabele led to bloody 
b~t71~s and h~deous atrocities were committed against 
C1Vlllans a~d black enemies of the Matabele king who 
was armed wlth 2000 Martini military rifles. 

Selous, a kind friend to most African peoples and 
a ma~ who spoke the Matabele language fluently had 
earl1er called the Matabele "ruthless mu d . 

~~~~~d~:~~~s:~~=: ~~:a~~~~s~:~piness is ~oe~~~~ to 
and ~hoc_ -O=~b~1_~y ~ucn we d 1ng we~en and ch11d~on 
no place." The dead wo r s a:;; Plty or mercy find 
spoke initially were bl:~~ ~n~bchlldren of whom he 
Matabele king and Selous h d r1 es Wh~ opposed the 
~~nocide - a seen eVln~n~~ Or 9~~-

comm1tted against other trihQ~ by tho MatQbe1~ 



before the white man came. Now these same fierce 
warriors opposed his own family and friends. 
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His home burned, his lands under attack, Selous 
and his wife escaped thanks to tips from friendly 
Africans. He guided terrified settlers and friendly 
tribespeople to the relative safety of the outpost of 
Bulawayo on the edge of Matabeleland in what is now 
Zimbabwe. There they fortified the town as best they 
could, using sandbagged wagons and farmer's barbed wire 
to make barricades in the world's first military use of 
barbed wire. They then filled the space outside the 
wire with thousands of pieces of broken glass to slow 
down the barefoot Matabele. 

Conditions were terrible inside the besieged 
Bu1awayo, but Selous had to leave his bride and join 
his military unit, The Bulawayo Field Force, a ragtag 
but effective group of locals-turned-horse-troopers 
assembled on short order. Selous saw much serious 
fighting, dreadful scenes of mass murder by Matabele 
warriors, and scouted against the enemy armies in 
dozens of actions, coming under fire innumerable times. 
His wife was saved when Cecil Rhodes fought his way 
through with a relief column to Bulawayo and British 
officers General Frederick Carrington and Colonel 
Baden-Powell took over the command of the fighting in 
Matabeleland. Gladys wrote sorrowfully "We had lost 
everything - clothes, house - all our work had been 
destroyed." In 1896 the family returned to England to 
build a new house in surrey, a home which included a 
big-game museum for Selous' incredible trophy 
collection. There they would raise two sons. 

In his new house he wrote the book "Sunshine and 
Storm in Rhodesia", a history of the Second Matabele 
War from his first-hand memoirs. My copy came from the 
1969 reprinting by the Negro Universities Press and 
should be required reading for anyone who thinks Africa 
was a playful Disney paradise before the evil white men 
came. It is dedicated to Selous' wife Gladys "who 
during the last few months has at once been my greatest 
anxiety and my greatest comfort." 
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Successful and secure at last, the former 
professional hunter lived now in comfort, ~ravelling 
between Africa and England on numerous bus~ness 
projects presenting maps, papers and specimens at the 
British Museum and the Natural History Museum in South 
Kensington and writing "Sport and Travel: East and 
West", more best-selling chronicles of his adventures. 
Selous spoke and wrote often on the sad loss of 
wilderness in the world and allied himself with early 
conservationalists like E.N. Buxton who pleaded for 
wildlife preserves and controls on the unrestricted 
meat hunting of vanishing species of game. 

In 1901, at age 52, he travelled to Canada for 
exploration and hunting in Newfoundland and the Yukon 
Territories, writing some of the first accounts of 
exploration of the nearly unknown MacMillan River, a 
mighty tributary of the Yukon River first surveyed only 
two years before his trip. He hunted moose grizzly 

'b ' , carl ou and wolf, supplying display mounts to his two 
museums and travelling by foot and canoe through a land 
where in 1904, no white man had ever been before. The 
hunts were followed closely by another hunter Selous' 
friend Theodore Roosevelt, himself planning his own 
famous African safari. Selous' astute observations on 
the loss of the world's wilderness touched Roosevelt's 
heart. Selous wrote, after much examination words 
that ROOsevelt later cited himself when he c~eated 
;ell~wstone Nation~l Park and the National Park System: 

Lovlng as I do- wlth the passionate love of one, all 
the best years of whose life were spent in the 
wilderness- the sight of wild animals in their natural 
surroundings, I look upon the gradual extermination of 
game throughout the world by the encroachments of 
civilization upon their haunts, with the utmost 
regret." Selous started Rooseve~t down,the path of 
conservation and our former Presldent Cltes selous, the 
man he called "Africa's greatest hunter" many times in 
his own writings. The two wrote regularly and formed a 
friendship of great importance to each of them and to 
the future of wild game in the world. 

His friend Roosevelt became President of the 
United states and important Presidential guests at the 
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White House were Frederick and Gladys Selous, a long 
way from the lonely grasslands of Africa. During 
public and private dinners during their extended stay, 
the couple told exciting tales of their African hunting 
days. In Presidential chambers, Frederick shared his 
dreams for a worldwide series of wilderness preserves 
and found a willing partner in Roosevelt, a fellow 
hunter and outdoorsman. Roosevelt, who like Selous 
believed his best years had been spent in the wild, 
shared in the hope for the wilderness, using his 
presidential power to start the united states National 
Park System by dedicating Yellowstone National Park. 
Selous lived to see such preserves in the united states 
and Canada, and his wife lived to see the same in 
Africa. 

with the outbreak of what became the First World 
War in 1914, Selous heard of the German incursions into 
Rhodesia and the other British African colonies. The 
bloody German/British rivalry for African colonial 
resources spread quickly and Selous managed to get 
around his age (he was 63) by calling upon his old 
officer's position in the Matabele Wars. His outdoor 
skills were still strong and deadly and he became 
Intelligence Officer for the 25th Royal Fusiliers, 
winning the rank of Captain and the Distinguished 
Service Order in combat two years later at age 65. 
Among his brothers-at-arms in the Fusiliers was his 
American friend W.N. MacMillan, the multi-millionaire 
publisher of Selous' books and his hunting companion 
for many years. Serving with skill and nerve, Selous 
commanded skilled black African troops in the field 
with love and with courage, winning respect and 
distinction for his men and himself. 

When a German sniper shot him down on Jan. 4, 
1917, his raging native troops routed the German forces 
opposing them though outnumbered five to one, and 
grieving terribly, set him to rest in the African veldt 
he had loved so well, buried as British soldiers are, 
in the soil of the land they died for. 

Now 40,000 elephants walk the plains of the Selous 
Game Preserve and 60,000 more are protected in 
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zimbabwe , while 20 • 00 Cape buffalo fill the zambesi 
River Valley and Se ' vision of the future as a 
place of e ndless erness goes on. Somehow, Selous' 
elephants probab y got the last laugh, getting to dance 
on the grave of e greatest big game hunter in 
history, forever. 

BUDGET 

September 30, 1996 

1 - The Man Who Ran A ay 
From the Sea .......... ..•••••• Frederick J. McGavran 

2 - Beyond R enbering ......••.••..•••..•• Milo R. Beran 

1 
The Man Who Ran Away From the Sea 

At e ighteen, Lewis Bracomb ran away from the sea. 
Intoxicated by his older brother's tales of Tarawa and 
Iwo Jima, Lew joined the Marines, just in time for the 
Korean War. He crossed the blue black Pacific in the 
bowels of a huge gray ship, to be spewed one frothy 
morning into Inchon's filthy harbor. While machine gun 
bullets whooshed and crackled over the sea wall, Lew 
clutched the cold stones and waited for the tide to 
drown. 

Behind him the assault boats were raising their 
ramps. If he could reach them, time would go into 
reverse: he would return to the training center in 
California, and onto the train home. He was about to 
run when the landing ships moving in behind the assault 




